Professional Métis Learning for System Leaders

Professional learning opportunities with Rupertsland Institute for Teaching and Learning  
Designed by Métis educators - Presented by Métis educators - Supported by Métis Community
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Métis Education and Why it Matters

This session is designed for system leaders who are interested in hearing how some Alberta School Boards have entered into Métis Education Services Agreements in order to boost Métis education in their districts. Become aware of how Rupertsland Institute is supporting educators and students by aligning the professional practice standards in Alberta with authentic innovative courses, resources and one-on-one supports for districts.
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Métis Educator and Facilitator Learning Journey

Continue on your lifelong learning journey as a Métis Educator with Rupertsland Centre for Teaching and Learning. In this course, meet online with a cohort of Métis educators learning to weave their unique stories into their teaching. Together, educators can enhance their foundational knowledge and share best practices guided by Métis ways of knowing and keeoukaywin (visiting).
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education@rupertsland.org